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Abstract. Many structural materials in pulsed power engineering operate under extreme conditions. For example, in 
high-voltage electrophysical installations among which there are multistage high-voltage pulse generators (HVPG), rigid 
requirements are imposed on characteristics of solid-state resistors that are more promising in comparison with widely 
used liquid resistors. Materials of such resistors shall be able to withstand strong electric fields, operate at elevated 
temperatures, in transformer oil, etc. Effective charge of high-voltage capacitors distributed over the HVPG steps (levels) 
requires uniform voltage distribution along the steps of the installation that can be obtained using large-size resistors. For 
such applications, polymer composite materials are considered rather promising. They can work in transformer oil and 
have small mass in comparison with bulky resistors on inorganic basis. This allows technical solutions already developed 
and implemented in HVPG with liquid resistors to be employed. This paper is devoted to the solution of some tasks 
related to the application of filled polymers in high-voltage engineering. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In [1] it was shown that the resistors used in HVPG can be manufactured from rubbers filled with carbon black. 
However, the spread of voltage values along the resistor can exceed the limits allowable for electrophysical 
installations (20–30%). Modeling of macrostructures of composite materials demonstrated that the spread in values 
of geometrical characteristics correlates with the spread of voltage values and depends on the electroconductive 
filler and matrix types [2–4]. Therefore, the choice of the tool and the determination of polymeric composite 
material characteristics that will allow one to estimate the degree of uniformity of voltage distribution along the 
large-size resistor at the stage of compounding are urgent problems. 

The present work is aimed to determine the parameters influencing voltage distribution along the large-size 
resistor. 

Thus, the paper addresses the following problems: 
1. To find a method for analyzing the parameters of composite materials in order to reveal their influence on the 

degree of non-uniformity of voltage distribution along the large-size resistor. 
2. To determine the parameters influencing the voltage drop values distribution along the large-size resistor 
3. To estimate the possibility for application of a fractal parameter suggested in [5] in order to evaluate 

performance characteristics of filled polymers at elevated temperatures and to study the dynamics of voltage 
distribution along the large-size resistor. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

We analyzed rubbers filled with carbon black that differed by the matrix shape, concentration, mark, and surface 
modification. Carbon black of different structures—from low (P-514) to high (P-366) electroconductive structure 
was used.  
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FIGURE 1. Plot of scores: а1–а10 denote the materials that differed by a set of electrophysical characteristics 

 
Resistors 3 cm in diameter and 60 cm long were tested under the influence of alternating voltage. Experimental 

studies included the following: 
– measurement of the voltage drop along equal resistor sections; 
– calculation of the electric field strength for each section of large-size resistor based on measurements; 
– calculation of electric field strength (KE) distributions for sections of identical sample lengths. 
A multivariate data analysis [6] was applied to reveal interrelations between electrophysical characteristics of 

polymer composite materials and the studied parameter KE. The method of principal components was used. Figures 1 
and 2 show data for 10 materials that differed by values of specific volume electrical resistance (а1–а10). For these 
materials, in addition to KE (denoted as 2 in Fig. 2), the specific volume electrical resistance (ρv, in Ω m, denoted as 
1 in Fig. 2), distribution in its values in the production lot after the treatment cycle (∆ρv, in %, denoted as 3 
in Fig. 2), and the temperature resistance coefficient (TRC, in 1/ºC, denoted as 4 in Fig. 2) were measured. 

To reveal the dependence of structure-properties, the structural parameters, namely the fractal parameter D1b and 
the texture parameter entropy E (denoted as 5 and 6 in Fig. 2) were considered. The E value reflects the brightness 
difference distribution in specified vicinity of a certain point of photomicrograph. The feasibility of application of 
the structural parameter E to study electrophysical characteristics of the chosen research objects was demonstrated in 
[5]. 

The structural parameter D1b was determined from the texture of photomicrographs of material structure. The 
boundaries of filler-polymer regions were identified in photomicrographs as small gradations of grey color using the 
texture parameter that reflects the autocorrelation of the histogram of joint distribution of brightness of the second 
order. A quantitative description of interphase boundary contours were thus performed using the Renyi fractal 
dimensions. Then, the fraction numerator dependence plot was made according to formula (1) along the 
denominator (mesh size) [7, 8]:  

 

 
FIGURE 2. Plot of loadings: 1 denotes ρv, in Ω m; 2 denotes ∆ρv, in %; 3 denotes KE, in %;  

4 denotes the TRC, in 1/ºC; 5 denotes D1b; and 6 denotes E 
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FIGURE 3. Dependence of the distribution of voltage drop values along the large-size resistor  

on the values of the specific volume electrical resistance of a material 
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where lim ( )i iN
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→∞
= ε  is the probability to find a fractal point in the ith mesh, N is the number of points forming 

the fractal, and ( )in ε  is the number of fractal points in the ith mesh. 
The plot is approximated by a linear dependence. The magnitude of vertical displacement of the straight line 

represents the entropy averaged over the entire fractal set. It is designated by D1b. In [7] it was shown that this 
parameter reflects the character of electroconductive mesh formed during the technological process.  

Our analysis of the plot of scores showed that the application of the method of principal components allows the 
materials to be subdivided into groups that differ by quantitative and qualitative structures. For the chosen objects of 
research, three groups were identified whose electrophysical characteristics were close in values (Fig. 1). For 
example, in the group а7–а9 the materials differed by modification of carbon black surface, that is, the contribution 
of physical and chemical processes to material interfaces is taken into account. 

The plot of loadings (Fig. 2) allows to study correlations of the entire complex of parameters being analyzed. 
The results obtained demonstrate a relationship between the distribution in voltage drop values along the large-size 
resistor and the examined electrophysical characteristics.  

The results of multivariate data analysis showed that there is a close interrelation between the value of the 
specific volume electrical resistance and the distribution in voltage drop values along the large-size resistor. Figure 3 
shows the quantitative dependence between the above-indicated parameters.  

The results of application of the multivariate data analysis to reveal interrelations of the voltage drop values 
distribution (KE) along sections of identical lengths of the large-size resistor and the above-indicated structural 
parameters demonstrated that such interrelations do exist. The parameter D1b suggested in [5] is sensitive to the KE 
value (Fig. 4). 

The dependences presented here demonstrate that in order to estimate changes of the voltage drop values 
distribution along the large-size resistor, not only the texture parameter entropy, but also the fractal parameter D1b 
suggested in [7] can be used. This implies that the examined parameter KE is related not only to the stochastic 
character of the filler distribution over the matrix volume, but also to its structurization—the capability to form the 
electroconductive mesh [8, 9].  

The results obtained allow us to draw the following conclusions: 
1. Feasibility of application of multivariate data analysis for the development of materials for large-size resistors 

was demonstrated. The method of principal components makes it possible to identify the parameters influencing the 
voltage drop values distribution along the large-size resistor. 
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FIGURE 4. Dependence of the distribution of voltage drop values along the large-size resistor on the structural parameter:  

curve 1 shows the texture parameter entropy E, and curve 2 shows the fractal parameter D1b 

 
2. Structural parameters that can be used to develop large-size resistors meeting the requirements of uniform 

voltage distribution along the resistor, have high temperature stability, etc. were found.  
3. To study the degree of uniformity of voltage distribution along the resistor, the fractal method was approved. 

It was shown that the structure analysis of rubbers filled with carbon black based on the parameter D1b can be used 
to estimate the degree of uniformity of voltage distribution along the large-size resistor. 
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